
Sight Pointing
Sight pointing is as important as scent pointing and you can use the Flight Limiter as a way to keep your training birds from running 
into cover when you need to get your good dog accustomed to seeing birds out in the open.  Exposing and training your young 
prospect on sight birds early in their career will lead to many shot birds during the season.  This is also very helpful to field trialers, as 
pen raised quail tend to congregate out in the open at times. Many a good dog has been taken out by a bird standing out in the open.
 
BackingBacking With Multiple Dogs
 This is best done with training partners. Set three birds, evenly spaced, in a large circle with approximately 50 yards between birds.  
Check cord the lead dog in to point the first bird and have the other dogs come in to honor the pointing dog.  Rotate birds and the 
lead dog so that each dog has an opportunity to point and back multiple times.
 
Don't Over-Do It
The key to training bird dogs is to repeat an exercise only a few times, making sure to end on a good note. But be sure to repeat the 
session each time session each time you train. Make it fun - not boring  - for your good dog.

Simply slide the slip knotted ends around 
the legs of the bird you are using 

We recommend using pigeons but you can use quail as 
well as chukar.  Just be aware that the chukar may be 
strong enough to fly with the Flight Limiter attached.  
We suggest with strong pigeons and chukar that the 
flight feathers on one wing be removed so that 
the bird's flight characteristics are out of balance.

Using Your
DOGS Flight Limiter

Once you've brought your Good Dog out and he's pointed 
the bird, flush it by tossing it into the air.
 
The dog sees the bird fly and you shoot your blank pistol. 
The difference here is that you can mark where the 
bird has landed, then come back for it to be used again. 

It's also a It's also a good tool to break your dog from delayed chasing.
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